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This is how you can play the game again in 2021. In 2027, you will again be able to find money to hire a team and stage a revolutionary coup. However, if you approach this business carefully, without acquiring too many people, you will win. So, the word is yours!Are you acquiring your own team, or are you just wondering if you want to be an emcee
in your own country or are you not very confident? If you use the energy of money correctly and manage to arrange it correctly, you have a great chance to become the first in your country and lead a successful revolution. If you decide that you are not interested, there is no need to get depressed because you lost. You have received an excellent guide
to action. If you want to make the revolution more successful, then you can return to it in 2023, when other scenarios work. This game will give you all the information and advice you need, but in order to implement them, you will need to make a profit. Remember that if you stop making profits, you won't get anywhere. In the game, you cannot just
pick up and leave the game or refuse to continue it. I think that I have spoken in sufficient detail about this game and now I will tell you about its history of creation and what tools will be available for this. First principles This book was written in 2009, and its first part was published in 2012. At that time, there were about 100 companies in the world
that offered something similar to this game. Why did thousands of people say no? Mostly because they didn't want to deal with a non-monetary game and avoided potential partners because they knew the game existed and were afraid of it. They often feared financial loss. For example, if someone wanted to open a chain of restaurants, then instead of
opening them, they could register in this project and start earning income from trade. But no one would invest money in such a project. Because such a game would not have the characteristics of a credit card that can only be used once and would not have the same value as a credit card. This game would not offer you valuable assets, or securities, or
stocks or bonds, or deposits, or even savings. In the entire history, not a single contribution has been made to this project. He did not raise funds, investors, or private money. You understand that this is a real problem
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